
TWO WAYS TO BELONG TO AMERICA BHARATI ESSAY

In the story â€œtwo ways to belong to Americaâ€• the author and narrator Bharati addressed an issue of images of
immigrants in America, and what it truly means to.

This cause Mira to become irritated at the way she felt America was treating its hardworking immigrants,
however Bharati always being able to look at both sides of an issue objectively, did not see it that way. Two
Indian girls have a different status of the USA immigrants. Rang, Leah. Self-interest, a second influential
factor in American history, is shown through the gaining of benefits for oneself She states, "Mira and I have
stayed sisterly close by phone. Anti-immigrant hysteria took many forms, including anxiety that the
newcomers would not assimilate because they spoke different languages, practiced different religions, had
different customs, were not white in the taxonomy of the day, and possessed divided loyalties. This
exemplifies the racist tendencies of the immigration rules since countries and races considered more elite are
not vetted and are favored irrespective of academic certificates in possession. Date: Essay Analysis From the
start, the author clearly expresses her intention of figuratively illustrating the existent vices in the American
immigration process. I was born and grew up in Egypt, and came to the U. Use the order calculator below and
get ordering with accurateessays. For instance, it is very hard for Asian Americans, especially the first and
second generations, to assimilate and adjust in America as they have different culture, traditions and features.
Having devoted the productive part of her life to serving the nation, changing terms from the original
regulations to remove the benefits of employment as well as residence is manipulative and extremely biased.
To point out the skewed application of immigration regulations, the story tells of the difference in resident
status of the two sisters attributed to the spouses they chose. It is a stark contrast with the world we are living
in today. Bharati Mukherjee, in her short story Two Ways to Belong in America contrasts the national
treatment of two sisters Mira and Bharati based on the ideals they choose to adhere to. The essay structure
manages to show the emotional development of Mira. I like to know what is going on with her life and she
likes to know what is going on with my life too. The people of these various backgrounds came together for a
common cause. Even in Hudsonville, Michigan, which holds the record in the Guinness Book of World
Records for having the most churches on a single street, there is much debate over prayer and the teaching of
Christianity, It is interdependence that exists in the relationship of an immigrant community and America.
Although the Mukhjee sisters both have studied, lived and worked in America for over thirty-years, Mira
maintains her immigrant status and wishes to return to India after retirement whereas the author has already
obtained the U. It is a trait created from past experiences and ignorance. Undoubtedly, immigrants, especially
those form two different cultures, need more time to achieve a stable and whole identity as they become
trapped between two cultures, unable to categorize themselves with a particular one. Although my experience
in the way I got married is similar to Bharati, which is marrying the American way, my personal experience
with marriage is different from the author's. Parallelism of phrasings not only exemplifies her level of literacy
but also strongly emphasizes her argument and strikes the readers. She simply wanted to feel like she
belonged. My personal experiences with different culture and Bharati's relationship with her sister are very
similar to my own; however I have different experiences in the marriage and feelings of belonging. There are
many way that we can do that She compares the situation in the USA with Canada, where the government has
turned against the immigrants. The author vividly exemplifies the biasness and flexibility of the immigration
regulations based on nationality and race. Mira got married to an American of Canadian descend whereas
Bharati got married to an Indian student in her university. Caught between the dual obligations of her home
country and the one she has chosen to live in, she is certainly qualified to speak for the people that are
naturalized by their own will. Some of these ideals, which shaped American history, included life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness as protected by the Constitution. The University of Tennessee, 


